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When the founder of Hasidic Judaism, the Baal Shem Tov, saw misfortune 

threatening the Jews, it was his custom to go into a certain part of the forest to meditate.  

There he would light a fire, say a special prayer, and the misfortune would be averted.   

Later when his disciple, the Maggid of Mezritch, had occasion, for the same reason, 

to intercede with heaven, he would go to the same place in the forest and say: “Master of 

the Universe, I do not know how to light the fire, but I am still able to say the prayer,” and 

again the misfortune would be averted. 

Still later, Rabbi Moshe-leib of Sasov, in order to save his people once more, would 

go into the forest and say, “I do not know how to light the fire, I do not know the prayer, 

but I know the place and this must be sufficient.”  

Then it fell to Rabbi Israel of Rizhin to overcome misfortune.  Sitting in his 

armchair, his head in his hands, he spoke to God:  “I am unable to light the fire, I do not 

know the prayer, and I cannot even find the place in the forest.  All I can do is to tell the 

story, and this must be sufficient.”  And it was sufficient.   

We all want to avert misfortune. And to avert misfortune some of us study.  Some 

of us pray.  Some of us evacuate. Some of us stay. Some of us vote, I hope all of us will 

vote. How can telling a story be sufficient?  

In mulling an answer I was struck by a an editorial in the latest Washington Jewish 

Week written by a Loudoun County high school student, Allison Feinberg, who 

participated in the Israel Engagement Fellowship program (IEF) offered by the Jewish 

Community Relations Council and the Jewish Federation of Greater Washington.  We 

have had two students from BCRC complete it as well.  Allison writes, “When I started 
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high school. . . . I didn’t know how Israel and Zionism fit into my Jewish Identity.” As a 

student of the course, she says that she “loved learning about Israeli politics and was 

fascinated by the different schools of Zionism” and concludes that “IEF helped me realize 

that for thousands of years, the Jewish people have been seeking refuge and freedom.  In 

the state of Israel, at last, we have found these things. The next time someone tells me that 

I’m inhumane for supporting the cause that my family has fought for thousands of years, I 

can tell them the truth. I can tell them the cold, hard facts and I can share my story”.
i

 

I am familiar with the IEF curriculum.  In addition to presenting a plurality of 

Zionisms, which are competing visions for the kind of society Israel was and is to be, the 

curriculum also has the teens meet with Palestinians to hear firsthand their story—their 

sense of catastrophe and loss. IEF students take the time to struggle with and reflect on the 

complexity that is Israel. And in Allison’s case, she now sees the longer, broader picture, 

the sacrifices and the struggles, the injustices and the ongoing attempts at peace, the 

government and the grassroots. She can now with confidence avert misfortune. Which 

misfortune? That of internalizing the counter-narrative that calls her inhumane for 

supporting Israel. That already in high school our kids have to face this kind of ad 

hominim attack designed to shame, blame and silence them, when most are ill-prepared to 

give a considered response to the charges leveled at them, gave me no choice but to speak 

to what is a growing anti-Israel sentiment in our society, most notably on our college 

campuses, and now I fear in our high schools as well. 

Though I know that for many it’s hard to maintain the distinction between Zionism 

writ large and the Israeli government, the delegitimizing of Israel that I refer to transcends 

Netanyahu. It attacks the core around which Jewish peoplehood is founded.   
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Israel is the third time in history that the Jewish people’s ancient claim to a 

homeland has been made a reality. First under Kings David and Solomon—who made 

Jerusalem our capital and the site of the Temple. Second under the Hasmoneans—because 

of whom we get Chanukah, presents and potato latkes. Three times this Torah story of the 

Promised Land has been made reality. In his latest work, 21 lessons for the 21
st
 century, 

Yuval Noah Harari, Israeli scholar and author of the best seller, Sapiens, writes, “Zionism 

holds sacred the adventures of about 0.2 percent of humankind and .005 percent of the 

earth’s surface during a tiny fraction of human history.”
ii

  He also says, “Every person, 

group, and nation has its own tales and myths.”
iii

  “Humans think in stories,” he writes, “and 

the simpler the story, the better.”  And that is what concerns me the most.  Bullies need 

only a simple story. Fairness requires much more. 

There is no person more qualified to tell the Zionist story fairly than Yossi Klein 

Halevi, which he does in his most recent work, Letters to My Palestinian Neighbor. “Is it 

possible,” he asks, “as anti-Zionists insist, to separate Zionism from Judaism?. . .The 

answer depends on what one means by Zionism. If it refers to the political movement that 

emerged in the late nineteenth century, then certainly, there are forms of Judaism that are 

independent of Zionism. In the era before the establishment of Israel. . . Marxist Jews 

rejected Zionism as a diversion from the anticipated world revolution. Ultra-Orthodox Jews 

rejected Zionism as a secularizing movement, while some insisted that only the messiah 

could bring the Jews home. But if by ‘Zionism’ one means the Jewish attachment to the 

land of Israel and the dream of renewing Jewish sovereignty in our place of origin, then 

there is no Judaism without Zionism. Judaism isn’t only a set of rituals and rules but a 

vision linked to a place.”
iv
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This definition struggles to get a fair hearing among anyone whose religion is 

detached from a place, including American Jews. It’s a struggle enough for us to do 

Judaism in any place, whether that’s making it to synagogue or practicing in our homes. But 

Halevi is an American born, religious Jew who made aliyah in the eighties.  His latest work 

follows an earlier book that records his year long “pilgrimage” into “the faiths of his 

neighbors”
v

—that one is called At the Entrance to the Garden of Eden: a Jew’s Search for 

hope with Christians and Muslims in the Holy Land, and for the past five years he has co-

directed together with Imam Abdullah Antepli of Duke University, the Shalom Hartman 

Institute’s Muslim Leadership Initiative.  Letters to my Palestinian Neighbor is an 

outgrowth of the intense study sessions and informal conversations he’s had with the Imam 

and his other Muslim friends. It is an accessible, open-hearted, respectful, and gentle plea 

for Palestinians to see their Jewish neighbors not as inhumane, but hahefech, just the 

opposite, as fully human. That he reciprocates this respect, couldn’t be clearer. He begins, 

“Dear Neighbor, 

. . . Given our circumstances, ‘neighbor’ may be too casual a word to describe our 

relationship.  We are intruders in each other’s dreams, violators of each other’s sense of 

home. We are living incarnations of each other’s worst historical nightmares. Neighbors? 

. . . . “Neither of us is likely to convince the other of each side’s narrative. Each of 

us lives within a story so deeply rooted in our being, so defining of our collective and 

personal experience, that forfeiting our respective narratives would be a betrayal. 

But we need to challenge the stories we tell [not about ourselves, but] about each 

other, which have taken hold in our societies. We have imposed our worst historical 

nightmares on the other. To you we are colonialists, Crusaders. And to us, you are the 

latest genocidal enemy seeking to destroy the Jewish people.”
vi
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What a chasm to bridge. How do you make peace with your colonizer or your 

genocidal enemy?  Colonizers, by definition, are not native peoples. They always come 

from elsewhere, from their own homelands where they should have never left. It is a 

particularly hot word because past colonialisms—their underlying greed and overt 

exploitation of native peoples—has caused generations of suffering, the effects of which are, 

in certain cases, still very much with us. Virginia was once a British colony. Palestine was 

once a British colony. The land of Israel has never been a Jewish colony. It has for 3,000 

years been the homeland ruled by, lived in, and/or longed for by Jews. During the British 

Mandate, when Palestine was a colony, both Zionists and Arab and Palestinian nationalists 

were aided by colonists. To label Israel a colonizer ignores, either wittingly or unwittingly, 

thousands of years of history. This is what Allison would have learned. That said, others 

have called it home as well. We don’t call the Palestinians colonizers. They are not. They 

have a legitimate claim. She would have learned this as well. 

Halevi says, “I long ago realized that the historic claims and religious longings that 

connect me to this land cannot justify my possessing all of it at another people’s expense. 

And so, however, painfully, I accept partition as the practical expression of resolving a 

conflict between two legitimate claims.” 

Yet Jews, and increasingly young Jews, are being told, and often vehemently, that 

Israel is illegitimate, and that the Jewish story is illegitimate, which is another way of saying 

that the colonizer story is the only legitimate story, the only true story. How can this be? In 

a philosophical era that celebrates the multiplicity of perspectives, how can there be just 

one way to understand Israel? Unfortunately, the international media is often complicit in 

promoting only a single narrative.  
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Recently, Tablet Magazine, an on-line magazine that focuses on Jewish culture, felt 

it necessary to republish an article by Matti Friedman called, “An Insider’s Guide to the 

Most Important Story on Earth: A former AP Correspondent Explains How and Why 

Reporters Get Israel So Wrong, and Why It Matters.”
vii

  The article was originally 

published four years ago in the summer of 2014 during the Israel-Gaza war.  I don’t know 

if you recall, but the initial reports of that war were fueling anti-Semitic attacks in Europe 

and the U.S. and were driving many to despair.  The president of the reform rabbinical 

association, the CCAR,
viii

 who at the time was Rabbi Richard Block, publicly canceled his 

subscription to the New York Times after forty years, citing the paper’s “incessant 

denigration of Israel, a torrent of articles, photographs, and op-ed columns that consistently 

present[ed] the Jewish State in the worst possible light.”
ix

  Yossi Klein Halevi, himself, had a 

similar reaction to the news coverage.  He wrote at the time, “I am angry at the growing 

attempt to criminalize the Jewish state, turn the Jews again into the world’s symbol of evil.  

Angry at the way our history, our story, the essence of our identity, is being distorted by a 

campaign of lies and half truths.”
x

 How was this happening? 

Friedman, who has lived in Israel since 1995 and who served six years in the 

Jerusalem AP bureau, explains that in covering the Israel-Palestine story, “a reporter 

quickly learns that what is important in the . . . story is Israeli culpability and Palestinian 

victimhood.  Proving his point, when he pitched a story about the rampant corruption 

within Palestinian society, he was told “that was not ‘the story.’  Israeli corruption was the 

story. A reporter covering Israel-Palestine will also learn that the story is always to be about 

Palestinian moderation and Israeli recalcitrance.” Friedman states it simply, “Failing to 

report bad things that Hamas does, and good things that Israel does. . .creates the villainous 

‘Israel’ of the international press”.
xi

  And this story has severe consequences, helping to fuel 
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mob attacks on a Paris synagogue, a 30-year-high in anti-Jewish incidents in Britain, and 

even the high school bullying experienced by a Loudoun teenager. Friedman attributes this 

bias not to a “press corps teeming with anti-Semites,” but to an age-old, obsessive hostility 

toward Jews again reasserting itself in the West consciously or subconsciously.  Jews have 

throughout history been the scapegoat for societies’ ills.  Today the ills are racism, 

colonialism, and militarism. This does not exempt Israel from being criticized. It explains, 

partially, why only Israel is criticized.  

Add to this the role that social media now plays in this war of narratives. In his 

book, War in 140 Characters, David Patrikarakos writes, “[T]wo battles are taking place 

between Israel and Hamas in Gaza: one on the ground and the other in cyberspace.”
xii

 And 

it’s a war that is aimed at inciting outrage in young and uneducated minds, sowing discord 

and animosity and turning war into a never-ending affair.  

Halevi addresses the ongoing crusade to delegitimize Israel. He writes to his 

neighbor,“[O]ur experience of the widespread rejection of Israel’s legitimacy, in Palestinian 

society and in the Arab and Muslim worlds generally, only hardens us, maddens us. And 

the refusal to see us as we are—an inseparable part of this region—leads your side to 

repeatedly underestimate our resolve. No less than you, I am prepared to sacrifice to 

ensure my place on the land we share. . .”
xiii

 

So where can we go from here? Halevi hopes that Israelis and Palestinians together 

write a different story, with different labels for each other, labels that capture each other’s 

humanity and commonality that can bypass and perhaps heal the hostility created by the 

colonizer—genocidal enemy divide; labels that invoke and empathize with the other’s 

humanity. He says, “Can we, instead, see each other as two traumatized peoples, each 

clinging to the same sliver of land between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea, 
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neither of whom will find peace or justice until we make our peace with the other’s claim to 

justice?”    PAUSE 

On the one hand, Israel is a thriving modern society: a world leader in medical 

research and technology, as open and tolerant as other modern democracies.  On the other 

hand, its democracy is threatened by the ultra-religious political parties, emboldened, 

intolerant and fearful and by the government’s willingness to silence left-leaning critics. Its 

Jewish nature is threatened by anti-Zionist forces. Its very existence is threated by Iranian-

backed forces lining up at its borders seeking its destruction and aided by a propaganda war 

where Israel is the villain.  “Israel is not an idea, a symbol of good and evil or a litmus test 

for liberal opinion at dinner parties.  It is a small country in a scary part of the world that is 

getting scarier.  It should be reported as critically as any other place, and understood in 

context and in proportion,”
xiv

 says Friedman.  We cannot minimize, justify or ignore any of 

these threats.  Nor can we be bullied into denouncing the Jewish people’s national story. 

But we can share our inheritance if there are those who are willing to share theirs. And 

there are grassroots efforts that we don’t hear about who are working against the tide to do 

just that: to strengthen relationships between Israelis and Palestinians: NeveShalom/Wahat 

al-Salaam, Oasis of Peace: a community that fosters coexistence between Israeli Arabs and 

Jews; One Voice—a local effort that cultivates relationships between Israeli Arabs and Jews; 

Seeds of Peace that fosters friendships between Israel Jewish and Arab children. What 

does it take to get the international press to shine a light on these efforts and to make sure 

they regularly make the headlines?  

Halevi draws his letters to a final plea, “In the letters, neighbor, I have tried to 

convey to you something of why being Jewish and Israeli is so important to me. . . . Can we 

draw on our souls, neighbor, to help us overcome our wounds and our fears?”
xv
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When the Baal Shem Tov saw misfortune threatening the Jews, it was his custom to 

go into a certain part of the forest to meditate. Yuval Harari would agree. In order to 

understand ourselves, he advocates for developing a meditation practice where we become 

disciplined observers of our minds. He says, “if you can really observe yourself for the 

duration of a single breath, you will understand it all.”
xvi

 Truth requires no story and no 

interpretation, just the physical reality of the inhalation and the exhalation. And why should 

we need more than our breath to prove the truth of our humanity to each other?  If we 

were to stop talking and breath together, would we be able to build a bridge?   

In our High Holy Day liturgy we chant the unetaneh tokef prayer in order to set the 

record straight with God.  It is my Yom Kippur prayer that we together have enough breath 

and courage to set the record straight before the world, and that Jewish teens and any teens 

will not only be secure in knowing their own humanity when they support Israel, but that 

they also never forget the humanity of those who don’t.   

G’mar chatimah tovah and Shanah tovah. 
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